El Quiosc is a website aimed at press resources with special focus on databases supported by The UAB Library Service. It also includes a press directory which encompasses over 1,300 worldwide publications. It also provides information about what database service indexes every publication, a link to the digital version and to the UAB library catalog if the publication is received physically at the library. 

www.bib.uab.es/premsa/

Also...

The section Com Trobar... of Comunicació (the Communication Library blog) contains guidelines to find the newspapers and journals received currently by the library, titles published during an specific time period, what newspapers have the biggest circulation, links to other newspaper archives....

blogs.uab.cat/comunicacio/on-trobar/hemeroteca/

News about communication appearing in the press:

www.netvibes.com/blog-comunicacio/

Guide of economic press of the Social Sciences Library:

www.bib.uab.es/socials/econdiar.htm

For more information go to the information desk on the 4th floor
# Newspapers

All newspapers are available from any UAB library. Ask at the information desk.

## Digital Version

**ABC**

All editions and supplements since April 23, 2013

**ara.cat**

All the newspaper archives and its supplements since its foundation. It’s also available the local edition *Ara Balears*

**Expansión**

7 editions. Available from June 12, 2010

## EL PAÍS


## LA VANGUARDIA.es

Free Access: Allows the search in the newspaper archives since its foundation in 1881. UAB access: the last 30 days.

## The New York Times

Access to the complete text since 1980. It can be accessed from the UAB network at [http://search.proquest.com/nytimes](http://search.proquest.com/nytimes)

## Press Services

**My News Online**

Provides access to the complete text of the printed version of different newspapers, mainly at a national level, from 1966. It can be accessed from the Communication Library and General Newspaper Archives.

**iconoce**

Allows to search the complete text published in the 800 digital editions of newspapers and magazines at a national and international level from 2001. It can be accessed from the UAB network at [www.iconoce.com/uab/](http://www.iconoce.com/uab/)

**Factiva**

Database of current affairs and business information. Contains a data extraction service of both national and international press (35,000 sources). It can be accessed from the UAB network at [tinyurl.com/2zpvpe](http://tinyurl.com/2zpvpe)

**PressDisplay**

Provides access to the current version, in original format, of over 2,200 newspapers and journals of 100 countries; and to the latest 2 months archives. It can be accessed from the UAB network at [library.pressdisplay.com](http://library.pressdisplay.com)

**ProQuest Newsstand**

Grants access to the full text of over 1300 newspapers, news websites and blogs from leading publishers throughout the world. The database includes backfile for most newspapers, providing access to articles, columns, editorials, obituaries and features published in each paper. It can be accessed from the UAB network at [search.proquest.com/newsstand](http://search.proquest.com/newsstand)

Online newspaper kiosk providing access to *El País* and *ABC*. Available from any UAB library. Ask at the information desk.